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Field2Base Software provides easy to use mobile forms and data capture tools that allow
information from paper based surveys and forms to be converted into data in relational database

formats. Field2Base Capture- Allows you to create a capture application for any paper based
form that collects data. Field2Base Forms- Allows you to create a mobile based form or forms

that allows information from paper based surveys to be captured and mapped to a database.
Field2Base Screens- Allows you to create screens in Web based or mobile interfaces that allow

for data entry and capture. Web 2.0 - Streamlined Web based interactive interfaces for
Forms2Base Screens. Field2Base Back-End- Allows for interface to databases, web services,

FTP servers. Field2Base Mobile- Allows for capture of data for use with mobile devices.
Field2Base Tablet- Allows for capture of data for use with mobile devices that integrate with a

database system. Field2Base Publisher- Allows for easy creation and distribution of forms
through email or web services. Field2Base Data-Allows for capture and mapping of data to
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backend systems. Field2Base Remote System Integration- Allows for interface to external data
and database systems that do not store data internally. Field2Base Forms Publisher- Allows for
automatic or manual creation of forms based upon a template or standard formats. Field2Base

Forms Designer For Windows 10 Crack (Field2Base Forms Designer Download With Full
Crack Tool)- Allows for the design of new forms, maintenance of existing forms and

conversion of forms to PDF format to make distribution of forms easier. Field2Base Forms
Designer (Field2Base Forms Designer Tool) is a tool for use by clients to convert paper forms

into forms designed for efficient capture by the Field2Base application. To use this application,
you must install the Field2Base Capture application. If you have an existing paper form that you

want to use, then you can use the forms designer tool to design a new form in web based or
mobile formats, and then create PDFs for submission. If you do not have an existing form, then

you can take any form image that you want, and create a new form using the forms designer
tool. This tool allows you to create new forms or edit existing forms and convert forms into

PDF files. You can also design forms to be used with Field2Base Screens or with Field2Base
Publisher. The new form you design can be converted to PDF file format to be delivered to the

user. This tool enables the designer

Field2Base Forms Designer Crack+ With License Key [Updated-2022]

Informs you about the possibility of getting a KeyMacro to access the forms design capabilities
of the field2base software for building smart forms. Smart Forms: Accesses any field in the
form; pick the field you want and select a new field editor or a form editor to go to the front

end. When the user is done working, he just presses the "Finish" button and the selected fields
are saved to the form in the field2base database. Field Editors: These are the programs that are
specific to the designer in the field2base and the designer in the client application. The designer
should make sure that the editors are compatible with each other. Field Editors have two types
of editors: Form Editors: Form editors control the data collection in the form. The form editor
should make sure that all data is valid, especially when it relates to dates and currency values.
When the data in the form editor is validated, a report will be generated. Editor Form: Editor

Form. For more information about smart forms, go to the Forms Designer Tutorial. Field2Base
Technical Specifications: Field2Base is a Microsoft Windows based software package that is

designed to allow integration of forms created using Forms Designer with a variety of backend
systems. The installation CD for Field2Base includes the packages listed below. The installation

of Field2Base, Field2Base Gold and the smart forms tools does not require any user training.
Field2Base Interface: The Field2Base Interface includes the following components: ￭

Field2Base Web Service Interface (WSI): Used by field2base applications to communicate with
the field2base server ￭ Field2Base Server: Used by Field2Base applications to communicate

with the field2base web server ￭ Field2Base Gold Server: Used by Field2Base Gold
applications to communicate with the field2base server ￭ Field2Base Smart Forms Interface:
Used by Field2Base smart forms applications to communicate with the field2base server ￭

Field2Base Mobile Interface: Used by field2base mobile applications to communicate with the
field2base server ￭ Field2Base - Data Source Interface: Used by data source applications to
communicate with the field2base server ￭ Field2Base - JPGR Image Format: Used by jpgr

applications to communicate with the field2base server Field2Base is 1d6a3396d6
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Field2Base is a product line of electronic forms and labels that enables tablets to be used to
capture the forms and labels for paper documents, such as invoices, quotes, proposals, bills and
other forms. It also integrates the electronic forms into enterprise back-end systems and delivers
the data as an XML format for use by the back-end systems. This product is a component of the
Field2Base product line. The forms and labels in Field2Base are compatible with paper forms
from all leading suppliers. It is the only electronic forms product line that allows tablets to be
used to capture the forms and labels for paper documents. This product allows the electronic
capture of forms and labels from any paper form that is used to generate an invoice, quotation
or bill. It can generate an electronic version of a form that can be printed, emailed or sent over
the internet. Field2Base has an API that allows developers to integrate the electronic forms data
into back-end systems. Currently, this includes S/4HANA, Salesforce, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM, Informatica, Oracle, and SAP. Field2Base Forms Designer: Field2Base Forms Designer
allows you to take existing paper forms and change them to electronic versions. It also adds
components and capabilities that allow the electronic forms to be populated with data from any
database or backend system. By combining the Form Designer software with Field2Base
software, you can create a back end system for your paper forms that captures data in any way
desired, as well as allows form data to be integrated into your back end systems. This means that
the forms can be used to capture data at any time, including after the paper form has been
delivered. Field2Base provides data connectors that make it easy to export data to your back-
end systems. The data connectors are XML based, meaning that they can be easily manipulated
by the back-end systems. This includes data from any spreadsheet program or database. The
data that is captured in the electronic form is delivered to the back end systems as XML. The
XML is delivered directly to the back-end systems. It does not need to be converted to a format
recognized by the back-end systems. The forms can be stored in an Access database. They can
also be stored in a flat file. This makes them easy to integrate into custom applications and
custom back-end systems. Field2Base Forms Designer: Field2Base Forms Designer is a form
and label creation tool for the tablet computer. The tool creates

What's New in the?

Forms Designer is a versatile "smart form" tool, which allows for the electronic creation of
customizable forms that can be easily managed, customized, and published. Features of the
Forms Designer include: ￭ Create forms quickly and easily using Word or Excel templates, and
fill in the form fields ￭ Edit form fields ￭ Re-order field sequences, tab order, text string
length, ￭ Text strings entered in the field can be validated (high/low, etc) ￭ Change form field
names, fields, or fields labels (using regular expressions) ￭ Preview form, including displaying
an image of the form ￭ Retain formatted field data (even if form is saved) ￭ Add Field Label
Regions to interface with the back office systems ￭ Use internal fields as labels for front end,
after form is completed ￭ Insert Form to Word or Excel using the "Insert Form" feature ￭ Add
"Data Source" options for select lists, radio buttons, etc. ￭ Add controls (Select, Label, Help,
and Button) ￭ Add Security to fields ￭ Add Calculated Field to fields ￭ Add Data Validation ￭
Add Snap Codes ￭ Add SQL Server connection ￭ Validate form to improve on input field
syntax ￭ Define Paper form in the form ￭ Re-use the form as a template for the next new form
￭ Dynamic web URL address for published form. ￭ Optionally define "On Publish" and "On
New" forms ￭ Optionally define date and/or time field formats ￭ Print forms ￭ Generate an
email to a recipient with form data ￭ Generate an XML output to interface to backend systems
￭ Integrate form data into back office systems using the "Data Source" option ￭ Generate a
Java Applet form for use on a Web site ￭ Email form in PDF format ￭ FTP site form in text
format ￭ Allow the form data to be published from the Forms2Base server ￭ Allows the
integration of the form data into an existing database ￭ Uploaded form data can be linked to
forms in forms2base database ￭ Validate form before publication ￭ Generate an HTML form
for Web pages ￭
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System Requirements:

-Minimum: Dual-core 1.2 GHz or better processor and 512MB RAM -Recommended: Dual-
core 2.0 GHz or better processor and 1GB RAM -Not Required: 1280x720 or greater resolution
display -Not Required: 32 or 64bit OS -Not Required: DirectX 10 compliant operating system
-Not Required: Direct X Media Foundation (DXMF) compliant media and media player -Not
Required: Blu-ray disc media drive with Audio/Video (AAC-HE)
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